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Deze integrale uitgave van het werk van Paul Celan bevat alle dichtbundels die van hem
uitgegeven werden, aangevuld met een afzonderlijk gepubliceerde, bijzondere cyclus en met
een selectie uit de vroege en nagelaten gedichten.Het is een tweetalige uitgave die de
chronologie van de gedichten en de bundels volgt en zo de wordingsgeschiedenis van Celans
werk laat zien. Het belangrijkste proza, de poëticale toespraken en enkele kleine, cruciale
notities werden eveneens vertaald en naar tijd van ontstaan en publicatie ingevoegd. Zo kan
Celans oeuvre voor het eerst in zijn geheel in het Nederlands worden gelezen en bezien. De
vertalingen zijn van de hand van Ton Naaijkens, die de uitgave voorzag van aantekeningen,
een nawoord en een levensbeschrijving van de auteur.
I comprehend that, as a common rule, overview of a work's caliber shouldn't be burdened with
ethical decisions in regards to the author's character. Monsters can write like angels, and vice
versa. it really is immaterial even if T.S. Eliot used to be beastly to his spouse - it does not
anything to change the uncanny energy of his poetry, the way in which entire chunks of it
computer virus their method into your mind to the purpose you end up muttering traces below
your breath, with no even realizing accurately what they mean.I additionally remember the fact
that human reminiscence is so fallible that the one rational posture to undertake in regards to
the veracity of any given memoir/autobiography is one in every of severe skepticism. whether a
author has the superior intentions of providing an unvarnished, spin-free model of prior events,
the ensuing account will still be subjective, incomplete, and topic to error. it truly is simply the
best way reminiscence works - even the main meticulous writer will, consciously or
unconsciously, put out of your mind sure information and enhance or invent others, as he
shapes the narrative to be in keeping with the tale in his head. seen this way, all professions of
"truth" or "accuracy" are suspect the place memoirs and (auto)biographical writing is concerned.
Indignation in regards to the perceived liberties with fact taken by means of anyone like James
Frey turns out either naive and misplaced.In practice, of course, issues may be extra
complicated. At an emotional level, we do not wish the writer whose paintings we actually
respect and revel in to be a complete a**hole (what might that say approximately us)? so far as
memoirs go, consider I stumble throughout a type of infrequent books the place i believe a
visceral connection, as though the writer were writing only for me. If severe questions then
come up concerning the author's honesty, that she or he has misrepresented his personal
adventure to "heighten the reality" (or a few similar weasel phrase), then i'm prone to
Verzamelde Gedichten think manipulated and disappointed. In fact, the extra i used to be
moved Verzamelde Gedichten through the account that i assumed to be "truthful", the better my
sadness is probably going to be.One of the main traumatic books i have learn in reference to
the Holocaust is Jerzy Kosinski's "The Painted Bird". First released in 1965, it tells the tale of a
tender boy (possibly Jewish, in all probability Gypsy) who's separated from his mom and dad
and wanders approximately small cities scattered round japanese Europe (presumably Poland)
in the course of global battle II. With few exceptions, the rustic humans he has to house are
portrayed as terribly cruel, undertaking nearly any form of sexual or social deviance you care to
name. The cruelty, viciousness and amorality of the villagers occur themselves in episodes of

incest, bestiality Verzamelde Gedichten and rape. whilst the e-book used to be published, to
nice serious acclaim, the presumption used to be that Kosinksi's account used to be in
accordance with his personal studies throughout the war, which trust he did not anything to
dispel.When "The Painted Bird" used to be eventually released in Poland (it was once banned
there for over a decade), the Polish couple who rescued Kosi?ski (then Josef Lewinkopf)
throughout the war, although in German occupied Poland any form of aid to somebody of
Jewish religion or starting place used to be punishable via demise usually for the complete
family, grew Verzamelde Gedichten to become hugely offended approximately how they have
been depicted. They well-known the names of Jewish young ones sheltered via them (who
additionally survived the war), awarded within the novel as sufferers of abuse by way of
characters in line with them. They knowledgeable the click concerning the undeniable fact that
Kosi?ski "had lived over the years of Nazi career not just in safety, yet in comfort" below their
protection. Jerzy used to be baptized and acquired Holy Communion; he served as an altar boy.
Summing up the resultant reception of the publication in Poland, Phillip Routh wrote: "The Poles
branded Jerzy Kosi?ski a Holocaust profiteer as the novel, which drew comparability with The
Diary of Anne Frank, was once instantly granted the prestige of a chronicle of the Holocaust,"
whereas – whilst – fascinating a sort of lust corresponding to the intense a part of modern-day
Holocaust pornography."I Verzamelde Gedichten believe this final assessment. no matter what
you may take into consideration the trustworthiness of memoirs in general, the planned faking of
a "holocaust memoir" turns out fairly shameful. while there are nonetheless those who may
deny that the systematic killing of eu Jews was once performed in the course of WWII, it's all the
extra very important to get the list straight. this suggests bearing witness Verzamelde Gedichten
not just to the atrocities that have been committed, but in addition acknowledging the various
acts of braveness and refusals to bow to tyranny. That Kosinski not just didn't recognize the
decency of the family members that stored him, as a substitute featuring a slanderous and
misguided portrayal that mirrored not anything of his real experience, is despicable.It might be
argued that what occurred in Europe throughout the Holocaust was once basically too terrible to
be amenable to therapy in a "standard" memoir or "novel". i feel there's a few validity to this
argument (though i believe it under no circumstances exonerates Kosinski, who cynically
exploited the sympathy engendered through "The painted Bird" so far as he could). This brings
me ... ultimately ... to Paul Celan, and the 2 books that are the direct topic of this review. Celan,
born to a Jewish kinfolk in 1920, survived the battle to develop Verzamelde Gedichten into one
of many post-war era's significant German-language poets. even though Celan survived, his
family members have been killed in japanese ecu demise camps; after the battle he skilled
substantial survivor guilt, and finally dedicated suicide in 1970.Celan's poetry is robust and
difficult. He has a penchant for neologisms that will supply even a fluent German speaker
pause. Fortunately, there are translations that make his paintings obtainable to English
speakers: Michael Hamburger's "Poems of Paul Celan", and the more moderen "Selected
Poems and Prose of Paul Celan", translated by means of John Felstiner. either are really worth
your time. Neither translation is uniformly better, although if I needed Verzamelde Gedichten to
decide a winner, i might provide the nod to Felstiner. Inspection of either translations of Celan's
best-known poem, "Todesfuge" (Death Fugue) should still make it transparent why.Schwarze
Milch der Frühe wir trinken sie abendswir trinken sie mittags und morgens wir trinken sie
nachtswir trinken und trinkenwir schaufeln ein seize in den Lüften da liegt guy nicht engEin
Mann wohnt im Haus der spielt mit den Schlangen der schreibtder schreibt wenn es dunkelt
nach Deutschlanddein goldenes Haar Margareteer schreibt es und tritt vor das Haus und es

blitzen die Sterneer pfeift seine Rüden herbei er pfeift seine Juden hervorläßt schaufeln ein
seize in der Erdeer befiehlt uns spielt auf nun zum Tanz.Felstiner: Black milk of break of day we
drink it at eveningwe drink it at noon and morning we drink it at nightwe drink and we drinkwe
shovel a grave within the air the place you will not lie too crampedA guy lives in the home he
performs along with his vipers he writeshe writes whilst it grows darkish to Deutschlandyour
golden hair Margaretahe writes it and steps outdoor and the celebs are all sparklinghe whistles
his hounds to stick shut he whistles his Jews into rowshas them shovel a grave within the
groundhe instructions us play up for the dance.Hamburger:Black milk of first light we drink it at
sundownwe drink it at midday within the morning we drink it at nightwe drink and we drink itwe
dig a grave within the breezes there one lies unconfinedA guy lives in the home he performs
with the serpents he writeshe writes whilst nightfall falls to Germany your golden hair
Margaretehe writes it and steps outside and the celebs are Verzamelde Gedichten flashing he
whistles his pack outhe whistles his Jews out in earth has them dig for a gravehe instructions us
strike up for the dance.Schwarze Milch der Frühe wir trinken dich nachtswir trinken dich mittags
der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschlandwir trinken dich abends und morgens wir trinken und
trinkender Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland sein Auge ist blauer trifft dich mit bleierner Kugel
er trifft dich genauein Mann wohnt im Haus dein goldenes Haar Margareteer hetzt seine Rüden
auf uns er schenkt uns ein seize in der Lufter spielt mit den Schlangen und träumet der Tod ist
ein Meister aus Deutschlanddein goldenes Haar Margaretedein aschenes Haar
SulamithFelstiner:Black milk of first light we drink you at nightwe drink you at noon dying is a
grasp aus Deutschlandwe drink you at night and morning we drink and we drinkthis demise is
ein Meister aus Deutschland his eye it truly is bluehe shoots you with shot made up of lead
shoots you point and truea guy lives in the home your goldenes Haar Margaretehe looses his
hounds on us promises us a grave within the airhe performs together with his vipers and
daydreamsder Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschlanddein goldenes Haar Margaretedein aschenes
Haar Sulamith.Hamburger:Black milk of sunrise we drink you at nightwe drink you at midday
loss of life is a grasp from Germanywe drink you at sunset and within the morning we drink and
we drink youDeath is a grasp from Germany his eyes are bluehe moves you with leaden bullets
his objective is truea guy lives in the home your golden hair Margaretehe units his pack directly
to us he supplies us a grave within the airhe performs with the serpents and daydreams demise
is a grasp from Germanyyour golden hair Margareteyour ashen hair Shulamith.Felstiner's
offerings appear either in the direction of the unique textual content (compare the 2 lines: "he
shoots you with shot made from lead shoots you point and true", 'he moves you with leaden
bullets his goal is true'; purely the 1st suits the using rhythm that's such a necessary a part of
the ability of the original) and extra daring, as for example his choice so as to add extra German
phrases with each one repetition of the road "der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland", till the
German has taken over thoroughly within the end. This sounds like an encouraged option to me
- the result's a way more robust rendering of the experience of the poem.But this can be only
one poem, and Hamburger acquits himself good elsewhere. either books are really worth
reading. an internet seek on "Todesfuge" turns up hyperlinks to the total textual content of the
poem, with numerous different translations in addition to these thought of here. One critic has
known as it 'one of crucial poems of the century', an review I thoroughly agree with.
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